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Demountable Walls Transform Space…With Style
Walls that can be easily moved — demountable walls — can dramatically change space. Creating a sense of
safety for staff in today's environment has become increasingly important, and separation of space is an important
consideration in that environment. Barbican’s demountable wall solutions use sustainable and transformable
components, and they are adaptable.
The walls are a reconfigurable, cross-compatible system of demountable partition walls and modular storage
systems that offer countless options and provide a clean, innovative, and contemporary design.
Barbican’s architectural wall collection, a design-driven product, has three systems:
Single Panel Glass Partitions
Partition Walls (with ‘frame & tile’ technology)
Storage Partitions (modular case-good, storage-based wall alternatives)
Barbican now offers double glass wall options as well, for reducing sound and transmission, and increased STC
ratings. Installations may be comprised of shared wall, hinged or sliding doors, or wall storage solutions that
include customized closets, shelves, or cubbies. Barbican demountable walls have a modern look and are
available in:
Wood
Glass
Curved glass
High-pressure laminate
Acoustic reflex textures (for noise/ambient echo reduction)
Variety of other specialized finishes
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Tenant Lockers Give a High ROI
Apartment and condominium buildings don’t always offer on-site storage space to tenants. This forces tenants to
look off site for additional storage of overflow and seasonal items. Installing on-site storage space in the form of
tenant lockers is an attractive and lucrative option.
Wirecrafters steel welded wire tenant lockers are a valuable amenity to offer in a rental facility. Strong and secure,
they eliminate clutter and efficiently utilize and organize storage space. Costs for the tenant lockers can be
recouped quickly through rental fees, and further, it makes the rental space more attractive to prospective tenants.
Units are available in either single (walk-in) or double tier. Single tier offers more space for larger items and double
tier is a better option for structures with a high volume of tenants, but limited space.
Constructed of industrial grade materials
10-gauge welded wire in a 2" x 2" square mesh (special mesh & sheet metal options available)
Tenant locker stock sizes: 7' 6" tall, 3' or 4' wide, 3', 4', or 5' deep (non-stock sizes available)
Garage locker standard size: 8' wide, 3' deep, 3' high
Padlock lugs with door strikes standard
May be used individually or in a group (styles may be mixed within a group)
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Optimize Organization
Functional and organized are important key words in space planning. Rousseau Metal storage products embrace
those key words and more: scalable, modular, and ergonomic to name a few. Their products are high quality,
flexible, and durable. The heavy-duty drawers in their shelving and cabinets can accommodate capacities of up to
400 pounds per drawer and carry a lifetime warranty on the sliding systems. Their R2V vertical storage units
accommodate capacities of up to 200 pounds per drawer and can be incorporated to further utilize vertical storage
space. Units fit together easily and form complete systems, designed to accept a wide range of accessories.
Rousseau applications are suitable for a wide variety of industries from automotive to agriculture to aeronautics.
Products include:
Cabinets
Spider® shelving systems (shelving & mini-racking)
Workbenches & workstation systems
Specialized solutions (CNC tool storage, computer stations, TekZone hutches, MultiTek carts & more)
Accessories
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Sanitizer at the Ready
Portable sanitizer stations from Kraftwerks make it convenient for employees to achieve proper hygiene by putting
sanitizer anywhere people are — and if people see sanitizer and it’s conveniently within reach, they are more likely
to use the sanitizer.
Sanitizer stations are adjustable, have a tip-resistant base, and are made from stainless steel — making them
durable and easy to clean. Convenient, mountable wall units are also available.
Ask Kraftwerks to help identify the best products and the proper placement of them within your facility to provide
optimal, protective safeguards against COVID-19.
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Learn how Kraftwerks planned and equipped a 1st class service department.
Case Study: Van Bortel Subaru
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